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Peter Munro 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi Amanda, 

Peter Munro 

Friday, 24 August 2018 10:35 AM 

meadeaguardian@gmail.com 

FW: media query: Radio Birdman film 

David forwarded me your email. Here's a statement from an ABC spokesman. 

Go well, Peter. 

ABC STATEMENT 

ABC FOi 201819 047 

Document08 

The ABC did opt to pass on the documentary. As a responsible public broadcaster, we don't acquire content that we 

do not have a need for. In this case, it didn't make sense to spend money on a 110 minute documentary that did not 
meet our criteria for either audience appeal or our quality standards. We regularly make such decisions in line with 

our budget and our priority of commissioning new and distinctive content for audiences. 

Radio Birdman played an important role in Australia's music history and the development of our independent music 

scene. Credit to them for their high energy, uncompromising attitude and, as one prominent fan put it, "outlaw 

reputation". But there are so many significant Australian bands and only so much time in the day. Our slate for 

Ausmusic Month is already filled with programs celebrating Australian music and artists, including a new music 

show, live performances, drama series and documentaries about Australian artists past and present, plus our 

unrivalled commitment to emerging and established Australian musicians on triple j, Double J and triple j Unearthed. 

We will also offer new children's content aimed at inspiring Australia's next generations of musicians and music 

lovers. 

From: Amanda Meade <meadeaguardian@gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, 22 August 2018 at 4:20 PM 

To: David Anderson <Anderson.David.N@abc.net.au> 

Subject: media query: Radio Birdman film 

Dear David, 

ABC TV execs Katrina Ray and Dallas Krueger have told Jonathan Sequeira, producer of the doco Descent into the 

Maelstrom The Radio Birdman Story, 

that the film has been rejected for ABC TV. 

It was originally considered for Australian Music Month but no other slot has been found. 

Anthony Albanese has been campaigning for the ABC to buy the film, and has written to you about it and has spoken 

in parliament. What have you said to him? 

https://twitter.com/AlboMP/status/1029917211509444608 

Is there a specific reason why it can't be shown on the ABC given it's very cheap content? 

Thanks, 

Amanda 
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